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Abstract
In recent decades, the development ofmultimedia and computer vision has sparked significant
interest among researchers in the field of automatic image annotation. However, much of
the research has primarily focused on using a single graph for annotating images in semi-
supervised learning.Conversely, numerous approaches have explored the integration ofmulti-
view or image segmentation techniques to createmultiple graph structures. Yet, relying solely
on a single graph proves to be challenging, as it struggles to capture the complete manifold of
structural information. Furthermore, the computational complexity of buildingmultiple graph
structures based on multi-view or image segmentation is substantial and time-consuming.
To address these issues, we propose a novel method called "Central Attention with Multi-
graphs for Image Annotation." Our approach emphasizes the critical role of the central image
region in the annotation process. Remarkably, we demonstrate that impressive performance
can be achieved by leveraging just two graph structures, composed of central and overall
features, in semi-supervised learning. To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method,
we conducted a series of experiments on benchmark datasets, including Corel5K, ESPGame,
and IAPRTC12. These experiments provide empirical evidence of our method’s capabilities.

Keywords Automatic image annotation · Lplacian feature mapping · Multi-graphs · Central
attention

1 Introduction

A large number of images appear on social media every day with the development of multi-
media technology. How to quickly sift the required image is a crucial problem. The methods
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for image retrieval are compartmentalized into two categories: content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) and tagbased image retrieval (TBIR) techniques. Nevertheless, these methods suffer
a sea of difficulties, such as the semantic gap and complexity and arbitrary of manual anno-
tation. Therefore, automatic image annotation (AIA) [3, 10, 12, 19, 27, 35, 38] is proposed
to surmount above-mentioned difficulties. AIA is the process that computer automatically
lists keywords(tags or labels) that are able to explain the content of images. Consequently,
AIA surmounts the semantic gap between visual content and their semantic meanings.Mean-
while, significant time is saved due to computer involvement. Image captioning and image
classification are two related but distinct tasks in the field of computer vision. The goal of
image captioning is to generate textual descriptions or labels for an image, reflecting themain
content contained within the image. On the other hand, image classification aims to catego-
rize images into different classes or predefined categories, with the objective of determining
which category an image belongs to. There is some overlap between image captioning and
image classification. To some extent, image classification can be considered a special case of
image captioning where the labels are predefined categories. The most significant difference
lies in the output format: image captioning produces a text description or a set of labels, while
image classification outputs one or more category labels. In summary, image captioning and
image classification are two related yet distinct tasks, each with its own applications and
research directions within the field of computer vision. Image captioning provides richer
semantic descriptions for images, while image classification primarily focuses on categoriz-
ing images. These two tasks often complement each other and collectively contribute to the
advancement of image understanding and applications.

The algorithms of AIA are devided into two categories: model without graph structure
and model with graph structure.

(1) Modelwithout graph structure contains themethods [23, 25, 41, 46] that overlook the local
geometric structure. Therefore, those algorithms reckon that the relationship between
images or between tags is independent. The traditional multi-classification methods [7,
15, 20, 29] are exerted to resolve the problem of AIA. Meanwhile, the meta-learning
approach is to tackle themulti-label classification problem in [22]. Then, nearest neighbor
based model [1, 21, 32] play a paramount role in image annotation. Further, it is also
the common approach applied to AIA that computing the conditional probabilities [18,
40]. On account of the promising performance of deep learning [8, 30, 33, 45], some
researchers combine it with image annotation. A quintessential example should be cited
that GAN [23] is bestowed to generate the tags of the images. Unfortunately, these
methods lost effect during semi-supervised learning due to less training data.

(2) Themodelwith graph structure [16, 17, 26, 28, 44] pondermanifold structure information
between images, between labels or between images and tags. A multitude of graph
structures, such as Locally Linear Embedding(LLE) [28], Laplacian eigenmaps(LE) [26],
[47, 50, 52], Hypergraph [39, 44] and Hessian [14, 31], are embedded into the models
of AIA. Meanwhile, GCN [42] is also applied to solve the problem of AIA. An ocean
of models employ the single graph to delineate the geometric structure of the entire
dataset. However, the single graph is formidable to accurately describe the geometry of
the data. Moreover, the multiple graphs, which are computed depending on multi-view
[47, 52], [31], comprise the more affluent structure information that comparing with the
single graph. More precisely, the methods relying on multi-view necessitate the different
features,such as Rgb, RgbV3H1, Lab, LabV3H1, Hsv, and VGG16, to construct multiple
graphs. Furthermore, the diverse graphs are computed according to the different parts
of an image. Specifically, the image is divided into pieces. And the features of these
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pieces respectively are harnessed to compose different graph structures. Nevertheless, it
consumes lots of time and has a heavy calculation to obtain themultiple graphs according
to the various features or the diverse parts of an image.

Therefore, we propose a method, Central Attention with Multi-graphs for Image Annota-
tion. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

(1) The center part of an image is considered as the most crucial part comparing with other
parts, such as top left, bottom left, top right, bottom right. In other words, the center part
of an image can reflect most of the content of the image. Thus, the performance of the
model can be enhanced only relying on the center part of an image without the need for
other parts and multiple features of the image.

(2) Multiple graphs, composed by center part and integral image, are calculated to obtain the
complete manifold information. And the graph structure of the center part incorporates
the more detailed information of an image compared to the single overall graph.

(3) The superiority of our model is demonstrated according to experimenting on three widely
employed benchmark datasets. Meanwhile, the computational complexity is reduced
because two graph structures are only constructed.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Some methods related to AIA
are shown in Section II. Then Section III formalizes implementation details of proposed
framework. Moreover, the experimental results are particularized in Section IV. Finally Sec-
tion V draws a conclusion for this paper.

2 RelatedWork

With the development of deep learning, weakly supervised learning has gained widespread
attention in the field of computer vision. Its core idea is to use incomplete or inaccurate super-
vision information during the training process. This concept has been successfully applied to
tasks such as object detection, image classification, and semantic segmentation. Researchers
have begun to introduce weakly supervised learning methods into the field of video process-
ing to address the challenges posed by annotating video data. An important application of
weakly supervisedmethods isweakly supervised object detection,wheremodels need to infer
the object’s location from image-level labels [4–6, 43]. Manifold regularization [2] enhances
extremely the performance of the models in semi-supervised learning. Therefore, it appeals
increasingly to an army of researchers that the methods conjoining AIA with manifold regu-
larization [49]. The framework combined with manifold regularization is compartmentalized
two parts: the model with a single graph and the model with multiple graphs.

The model with a single graph is that the single graph is embedded in the framework. In
[26], LE is utilized to build a sample graph in semi-supervised learning. Alternatively, [44]
proposes an adaptive Laplacian graph. [34] consider the symbiotic relation between tags to
construct tag graphs. And GCN is proposed to resolve the image classification in [24, 37]. An
end-to-end model for medical image classification [48] is demonstrated. GCN is also used
to achieve multi-label image recognition [9]. Further, it is proposed that a new perspective of
image annotation combining GCN with ZeroShot learning in [42]. And [51] combines the
graph with attention mechanism during handling the metadata.

The model with multiple graphs annexes more complete manifold information compared
to the single graph. [47, 53] harnesses the multi-vision for image annotation to construct
the multiple graphs between images and the graph between tags is also computed. Similarly,
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Fig. 1 The framework of proposed method. W is the coefficient matrix. LC and L are the Laplacian graphs

[17] conjuncts the graph embeddingwithmulti-view nonnegativematrix factorization.Mean-
while, [47] utilizes the multi-view to construct graph structures. This method [50, 52] takes
into account the relationship between samples, the relationship between labels and labels,
and the relationship between samples and labels. In order to get the utmost out of these three
relationships, a set matrix decomposition model is proposed to simultaneously decompose
three relationship matrices. And, LLE is exploited to preserve the sample similarities and tag
correlations in [28]. More and more work has been based on feature fusion in recent years
[11, 13, 36, 54].

However, the single graph is not comprehensive and does not contain detailed information
to describe the manifold information of the entire data set. The multiple graphs computed
by multi-view or different parts of an image are structurally computationally intensive and
consume a slice of time. Even a sea of insignificant parts or views have an unfavorable
effect on the performance of the model. A question worth thinking about is whether these
graph structures are indispensable. In other words, is there a graph that plays a leading role?
We propose central attention with multi-graphs for image annotation. The central attention
mechanism reckons that the central part of an image represents the most paramount part
of the image. The framework is shown in Fig. 1. The two Laplacian graphs, LC and L, are
respectively computed according to the center part and the entirety of an image. And then
the coefficient matrix W is optimized by these graph structures. The predictive labels are
computed by the optimal coefficient matrix and the integral feature of the test image.

3 ProposedMethod

In this section, we provide a detailed overview of the proposed method. We begin by intro-
ducing the relevant notations. Subsequently, in Sect. 3.2, we delve into the introduction
of Laplacian eigenmaps. In Sect. 3.3, we elaborate on the central attention mechanism in
conjunction with multigraph Laplacian eigenmaps. Finally, Sect. 3.4 presents the objective
function.
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3.1 Notations

The uppercase letter represents the matric in which the elements are described by two sub-
scripts such as Xi j . And the lowercase letter with a subscript expresses the vector, but
the scalar without a subscript. Then, XT is the transpose of matrix X and the trace of a
matrix is indicated by Tr. Afterwards, Frobenius norm of a matrix is computed by the trace:
‖A‖2F = Tr

(
AT A

) = Tr
(
AAT

)
.

In our paper, the feature matrix of the integral images is described by X̂ ∈ R
d×n , where d

is the dimension and n is the number of images in the training set. In addition, X̂C ∈ R
d×n

is the feature matrix in the center of the images. Ŷ ∈ R
m×n is the groundtruth label matrix

and m is the number of labels corresponding to the feature matrix. And Ŷi j = 1 manifests
the tag i is related to the image j and zero, otherwise. Similarly, X̄ is the feature matrix of
the integral images and X̄C is the feature matrix of center parts in the test set. Consequently,

XT ∈ R
N×d =

[
(X̂)T ; (X̄)T

]
is the feature matrix of both labeled and unlabeled integral

images. N is the number of images in the entire dataset containing the training set and test

set. And
(
XC

)T ∈ R
N×d =

[(
X̂C

)T ; (
X̄C

)T
]
is the feature matrix in the center of both

labeled and unlabeled. images.
Our goal is to learn an appropriate coefficient matrix W ∈ R

m×d in semi-supervised
learning. Therefore, the predicted label matrix F is computed by the product of the coefficient
matrix and the feature matrix.

F = WX . (1)

3.2 Laplacian Eigenmap

In semi-supervised learning, the methods of embedding graph structure has achieved plea-
surable performance. One of graph structure, Laplacian eigenmaps, exerts a tremendous
fascination on a host of researchers due to the handleability. Laplacian eigenmaps assumes
that the nearest neighbors of a sample are maintained as soon as possible when those sam-
ples are mapped from high-dimensional to low-dimensional. As shown in Fig. 2, the target
sample is xi and its nearest neighbors are circled in high-dimensional space. Corresponding
to high-dimensional space, fi expresses the dimensionality reduction target sample in low-
dimensional space. Meanwhile, its nearest neighbors of the target sample are also reduced
dimension to f∗.

The adjacency matrix is computed by the Gaussian kernel.

Si j =
⎧
⎨

⎩
exp

(
−‖xi−x j‖2

2
σ 2

)
, xi ∈ N

(
x j

)
or x j ∈ N (xi )

0, otherwise
, (2)

where N (x∗) is the k nearest neighbors of the sample x∗.
The relationship between the samples is maintained when mapped to a low-dimensional

space. Therefore, the local manifold structure information of samples is preserved in label
space.

min
W

N∑

i, j=1

Si j

∥∥∥∥∥
Wxi√
Dii

− Wx j√
Dj j

∥∥∥∥∥

2

2

⇒ min
W

Tr
(
WXL(WX)T

)
. (3)
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Fig. 2 The above coordinate is a
Laplacian eigenmap from higher
dimension and the under
coordinate is a Laplacian
eigenmap from lower dimension.
This graph is a Laplacian
eigenmap from higher to lower
dimensions. Dots represent
samples

where D = ∑N
j=1 Si j is a metric matrix. And L = I - D− 1

2 SD− 1
2 is the normalized Laplacian

matrix of label a where I is unit matrix.

3.3 Central AttentionMechqanismwith Multi-Graphs Laplacian Eigenmap

The single graph structure is arduous to learn the local manifold structure information due
to the complexity of sample data. Therefore, the multi-graphs structure is employed. But the
traditional methods adapt to the multi-view mechanism to constitute the multifarious graphs.
The profuse details in an image are considered according to the multi-view mechanism. The
aforementioned graphs are constructed by diverse features such as DenseSift, Rgb, Hsv, and
depth feature. Furthermore, the diverse graphs are computed according to the different parts
of an image. Specifically, the image is divided into pieces. And the features of these pieces
respectively are harnessed to compose different graph structures. However, these graphs are
structurally computationally intensive and consume a slice of time. Even a sea of insignificant
parts have an unfavorable effect on the performance of themodel. Therefore, a questionworth
thinking about is whether these graph structures are indispensable. In other words, a graph
structure is computed just through the main part of an image. Meanwhile, this graph can still
accomplish favorable experimental performance.

Therefore,we propose the central attentionmechanismwithmulti-graphsLaplacian eigen-
maps. The central attention mechanism assumes that the central part of an image represents
the most paramount part of the image. More precisely, an image can be substituted by the
central part of this image. As shown in Fig. 3, there are two images which are divided into
five parts: Top left, bottom left, top right, bottom right, and center. The center part contains
almost all tags comparing with other parts.

Consequently, we only employ the center part of the images to construct the graph consid-
ering detailed information instead of five parts. Then, the integral images are also utilized to
build the graph structure. Furthermore, the test set images are considered during computing
the graphs.
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Fig. 3 The center parts of the images

The integral graph is established in the first place:

Si j =
⎧
⎨

⎩
exp

(
−‖xi−x j‖2

2
σ 2

)
, xi ∈ N

(
x j

)
or x j ∈ N (xi )

0, otherwise
, (4)

where N (x∗) is the k nearest neighbors of the sample x∗ ∈ X including training and test
images.

According to Sect. III-B, the integral Laplacian graph can be computed:

P(W ) = min
W

Tr
(
WXL(WX)T

)
. (5)

There is one more point that the graph structure of the center part is computed.

SCi j =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

exp

(
−

∥∥
∥xCi −xCj

∥∥
∥
2

2
σ 2

)

, xCi ∈ N
(
xCj

)
or xCj ∈ N

(
xCi

)

0, otherwise

, (6)

Q(W ) = min
W

Tr

(
WXCLC

(
WXC

)T
)

, (7)

where LC = I − (
DC

)− 1
2 SC

(
DC

)− 1
2 and DC = ∑N

j=1 S
C
i j .

3.4 The Objective Function

In summary, the overview of our methods is reached.

J = min
W

L(WX , Y ) + λP(W ) + γ Q(W ) + η‖W‖2F , (8)

L(WX , Y ) = ‖Y − WX‖2F , (9)

where L(WX, Y) is the loss function. Meanwhile, P(W) and Q(W) are as regularizers, and
λ, γ and η are the trade-off parameters.
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4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experiment Setting

In this subsection, the experiment datasets are introduced firstly.Moreover, the feature extrac-
tion method and evaluation standards are given.

The three image datasets, Corel5K, ESPGame, and IAPRTC12 are exploited to demon-
strate the superiority of the presented method. We randomly select 10% of the images as the
training set and the remaining 90% of the images are test set in semi-supervised learning.
Table 1shows the number of specific images of different data sets. And we delete the samples
which have zero labels in this experiment.

Corel5K dataset contains 4992 images. And the vocabulary includes 260 tags. Each image
is annotated by less than 5 tags. Meanwhile, the images with zero labels are removed.

ESPGame [18] is composed by 20768 images. And the vocabulary includes 268 labels.
However, the images are divided into two parts on account of the device memory issues.
Each part contains 10384 images, 10% of which are the training images. And each part is
trained separately.

IAPRTC12 [18] consists of 19623 images. As before, this dataset is also divided into two
parts. One part incorporates 9811 images and the other part includes 9812. We respectively
select 10% of the images from each part. In addition, the vocabulary contains 291 tags.

In this experiment, the pre-trained ImageNet is employed in the feature extraction process.
Firstly, the size of the image is modified to 224×224. Then, the pixel values that compose of
the center part are from 57 to 168. Similarly, the feature of the center part is also extracted by
the pre-trained ImageNet. Further, the feature vector is normalized ensuring that its �2 norm
equals 1.

The AP(average precision), AR(average racall) and F1-score are the evaluation indicators
in this paper. The top 5 labels of each image are considered as the final prediction labels.
Meanwhile, 10% of the images are selected as the training set, and the remaining images are
used as the test set in this experiment. The corresponding training and test sets form a data
pair. We select randomly three data pairs from the Corel5k dataset to ensure the accuracy
of the experiment. However, the three dataset pairs are elected from each part for ESPGame
and IAPRTC12. And the final results are the average of all data pairs in a dataset.

4.2 Experimental Performance

In this section, if not most experimental results are provided with respect to the different
methods. A host of methods are selected as methods of comparison, “RPLRF” [28], NMF-
KNN [21], Fasttag [7], and SVM. Meanwhile, The experiment of the method with γ = 0
is employed to prove the validity of the center attention mechanism. In addition, we also
select the algorithm that contains the graphs composed of the four parts of the images as

Table 1 Statistic of the datasets Corel5k ESP Game IAPRTC12

No. of images 4992 20768 19623

No. of training images 500 2076 1962

No. of tags 260 268 291
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Fig. 4 Annotation results. (a–c): Corel5k; (d–f): ESPGame; (g–i): IAPRTC12

the contrast algorithm to demonstrate the center part dominates in an image. This method is
called as “Multi-view” and its objective function is shown as follows:

J = minW L(WX , Y ) + λP(W ) + γ Q(W )+
η‖W‖2F + αR(W ) + βT (W ) + μU (W ) + τG(W )

, (10)

where R (W), T (W), U (W), and G (W) represent the top-left, bottom-right, top-right, and
bottom-right graph structures function, respectively. And the sizes of these partial images are
the same as center part.

∗ (W ) = min
W

Tr
(
WX∗L∗ (

WX∗)T )
. (11)

In Fig. 4, the AP, AR, and F1-score are revealed. As shown in Fig. 4, the superiority of our
proposed can be shown comparing with other methods. More exactly, our method improves
AP by 3.54%,5.47%, and 3.89% on Corel5k, ESPGame, and IAPRTC12 in comparison
with the second-best method. Although it is not the highest values of AR on Corel5K and
ESPGame, our method is still extremely effective in semi-supervised learning according to
comparing all evaluation indicators.
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Table 2 Experimental results

Corel5k ESP Game IAPRTC12

AP AR F1 Score AP AR F1 Score AP AR F1 Score

γ = 0 26.59% 27.88% 27.18% 32.35% 17.41% 22.62% 34.43% 16.53% 22.24%

Multi-view 27.31% 27.82% 27.56% 35.01% 18.23% 23.93% 34.15% 16.45% 22.16%

OURS 27.59% 27.74% 27.65% 34.52% 17.41% 23.12% 35.08% 16.51% 22.35%

As Table 2 shown, It proves that the center part of the image is crucial to improve themodel
performance comparing with "γ = 0". Simultaneously, the center part of the image is also
the main component of an image by comparing AP growth values. More precisely, our AP
increases 1 and 2.17%comparingwith "γ = 0" onCorel5k andESPGame datasets. However,
the AP improves 0.72% and 2.66% comparing “Multi-view” with “γ = 0′′. Except for the
center part of the image, other parts, the top-left, bottom-right, top-right, and bottom-right,
even cause adversely effect on the experimental results for the IAPRTC12 dataset.

4.3 The Predicted Tags

In image captioning tasks, whether the predicted keywords come from a predefined key pool
is an important choice. The key pool is a collection containing possible keywords or labels,
and these keywords are generated by a computer vision model based on the input image
to produce textual descriptions or labels. In our proposed method, the predicted keywords
are sourced from the key pool, and the model can only make selections from the known
vocabulary. This ensures that the generated labels conform to pre-defined terms, making the
approach more controlled. It guarantees label consistency with our task requirements and the
definition of the key pool, thereby enhancing label consistency and interpretability.

The specific prediction results are shown in Table 3. The red font indicates no predicted
labels and black bold font represents successful prediction labels. The images from the
first line to the last line respectively represent 3 tags with successful prediction to 0 tags
with successful prediction. There are two reasons for the failure to label: (1) The objects
corresponding to a host of labels are not obvious in an image. And thus, their features are
susceptible to merge with features of other parts; (2) The similar features of a sea of objects
(color and texture, etc.) give rise to the failure to label, such as “water” and “sea”. It can solve
these problems considering the relationship between tags.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose central attention with multi-graphs for Image Annotation. The
center part of an image is firstly considered as the main part. Further, the center graph
comprises detailed information to complement the overall manifold structure. Thus, the
superior performance can be available only through the graph structures constructed by
central and overall features. Meanwhile, the computational complexity is reduced comparing
with multi-view.
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Table 3 Label results. The black bold: the correct predicted labels; The red blod: unpredicted labels

6 Future Studies

While our proposedmethod demonstrates significant performance across three datasets, there
are also some limitations that need to be considered. Our proposed method also has certain
limitations, as it may encounter challenges in disrupting the original spatial arrangement
of images when utilizing central attention and multi-graph structures in deep learning. This
means that, after applying these methods, the spatial structure and features of the images may
be rearranged or distorted, which may not align with the requirements of the task at hand. To
address this challenge, several strategies can be employed:

1. Spatial Transformer Networks (STN): Incorporate Spatial Transformer Networks (STN)
to rectify the spatial distortions introduced by central attention andmulti-graph structures.
STN is a network layer that can learn spatial transformations on images, allowing for
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adjustments to specific regions or the entire image, while preserving the spatial layout.
This helps maintain the original image layout.

2. Multi-Scale Processing: Employ a multi-scale processing strategy, allowing simultane-
ous focus on features at different scales. This can be done by introducing multiple graph
structures, each concentrating on different scales of image information, thereby preserv-
ing a part of the original spatial layout.

3. Image Reconstruction: Conduct image reconstruction on the processed features to restore
the original spatial layout of the image. This approach is typically achieved using tech-
niques like autoencoders or Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to transform
features back into the original image.

4. Interpretability Methods: Employ interpretability methods to visualize the impact of
central attention and multi-graph structures to ensure they do not have an unacceptable
effect on the spatial arrangement of the original image. This helps in gaining a better
understanding of how the model operates.

Future research directions should focus on preserving the original spatial arrangement of
images. These methods mentioned above can be used to maintain the integrity of the original
image spatial layout as much as possible, aligning with the specific requirements of the task.
These strategies can be adjusted and combined based on the specific application context and
task demands.
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